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The "In Brief" Series
(I 2 to 24 pages; no charge for single copy)

by Dean Russell
A concise and readable discussion of the
nature and meaning of a keystone of individual liberty.

THE BILL OF RIGHTS,

by F. A.
Harper
If man were deprived of the ability or the
right to discriminate, he would perish.

BLESSINGS OF DISCRIMINATION,

by R. J.
Clinchy
A minister finds no Christian charity in the
compulsory device of governmental aid.

CHARITY: BIBLICAL AND POLITICAL,

by F. A. Harper
An analysis of the decline of capital formation in America.

EATING THE sEED CORN,

by Maxwell Anderson
A leading playwright points out the harsh
truth that "Men who are fed by their government will soon be driven down to the
status of slaves or cattle."

THE GUARANTEED LIFE,

by F. A. Harper
The dictionary defines inflation as a "sudden increase in the quantity of money or
credit. relative to the amount of exchange
business." Then whoever controls the money
supply is solely responsible for the inflation
and the resulting high prices.

INFLATION,

LIBERALISM STANDS FOR FREEDOM,

by

Towner Phelan
A compelling discussion of traditional liberalism versus the economic platform shared
in common by fascists, communists, and leftwing or nco-liberals.
NOT WORTH A CONTINENTAL,

by Pelatiah

Webster
A modem description, written in 1 78o, of
the fatal consequences of governmental tampering with money.
ON THAT DAY BEGAN LIES,

by Leonard E.

Read
A vigorous analysis of the danger of permitting organizations to speak for their
members. This "thinking by proxy" has developed almost unnoticed and unopposed
in the highly organized society of presentday America.
OWNERSHIP IN COMMON,

by Dean Russell

An analysis of the trend and consequences
of governmental ownership and control,
particularly in the electric industry.
THE PENALTY OF SURRENDER,

by Leonard E.

Read
An examination of compromise and the
"middle way."
PRICE SUPPORTS,

by W. M. Curtiss

How governmental interference in the
market place affects both producers and
consumers.
RIGHTS FOR ROBOTS,

by Sir Ernest Benn

A noted British businessman states: "Socialism is not a system; it is a disease. The
'something for nothing' mentality is, in fact,
. cancer. "
an economic

by Betty
Knowles Hunt
A Connecticut housewife's extraordinary
answer to a leading Socialist.

SHOW ME ANY OTHER COUNTRY,

by Ben Moreell
A four-star admiral declares: "I do not fear
the Russian army nearly as much as I fear
the concept of using our own laws to relieve
individuals of the responsibility for their
own decisions and welfare."

SURVIVAL OF THE SPECIES,

by Russell J.
Clinchy
A minister's forthright examination of the
danger to freedom to be found in government subsidies. In simple and compelling
words, he explains how religious freedom
depends upon economic freedom.

TWO PATHS TO COLLECTIVISM,

by Dean Russell
The American Indians have had government-guaranteed "security" for about 100
years. What have been the results?

WARDS oF THE GOVERNMENT,

The "Clipping of Note" Series
(single page; no charge for five copies)

I9. PRIVATE ENTERPRISE REGAINED

Governor Bradford's own story of a
communist experiment by the Pilgrims.
22. INSURING YOUR INSURANCE

What the government has done to the
value of your insurance.

25.

THB COMMUNIST IDEA (PART I)

Karl Marx on communism.

27.

LIFE ON THB RESERVATION

Government-guaranteed security for the
Indians.

28.

THE COMMUNIST IDEA (PART U)

Earl Browder on communism.

29.

POLITICAL PIED PIPERS

A modern crusade to Utopia.

33·

THE VITAL MARGIN

The margin between production and
consumption- profit- is now too narrow for safety.

34·

THE COMMUNIST IDEA (PART III)

Government
States.

35•

ownership

in

United

PEACE OR POLITICS

The road to peace lies through the
market place.

36.

A LESSON IN SOCIALISM

A teacher gives his pupils a never-to-beforgotten lesson by using the principles
of communism to grade papers.

37•

LEGALIZED IMMORALITY

The legalization of an immoral acttheft, for example-does not change its
immoral nature.

38.

THB MOST DREADED ENEMY OF LIBERTY

James Madison on war.

39·

THAT SOMETHING

America was not built by persons who
relied on someone else to take care of
them.

40. FOR THE BETTER ECONOMIC LIFE

Was it governmental edicts, or was it
capitalistic achievement, that released
women from their 18th century servitude?

41.

POWERCORRUPTS

What happens to the character of the
person who has the political power to
force other persons to do his bidding?

Booklets
CONSCIENCE ON THE BATTLEFIELD,

by

Leonard E. Read
On the use of force-defensive and offensive
-and the various effects that each has on the
user. (36 pages; single copy free.)
ILLUSIONS OF POINT FOUR,

by Henry Hazlitt

"Once we accept the principle that we owe
the rest of the world a living, our responsibilities will become bottomless." (48 pages;
50¢.)

by f. A. Harper
"The thing most to be feared at this time is
enslavement from within the nation rather
than from without." This unconventional
approach to the age-old problem deserves
the careful consideration of all thoughtful
persons. (44 pages; single copy free.)

IN SEARCH OF PEACE,

LIBERTY AND TAXES,

by Bradford B. Smith

A critical examination of progressive taxation as it relates to the principles of a voluntary society. (19 pages, chart; 25¢.)

by f. A.
Harper
"Economics and morals are both parts of
one inseparable body of truth. They must,
therefore, be in harmony with one another.
What is right morally must also be right economically, and vice versa. Since morals are
a guide to betterment and to self-protection,
economic policies that violate moral truth,
will, with certainty, cause degeneration and
self-destruction." (36 pages; single copy
free.)

MORALS AND THE WELFARE STATE,

by Bertrand de Jouvenal
An illustrated report of the effects of over
30 years of French rent control. A practical
lesson in economics. (I 6 pages, charts,
photographs; single copy free.)

NO VACANCIES,

ouTLOOK FOR FREEDOM, by Leonard E.

Read
The story of a person who honestly examines his own soul for socialistic leanings.
(39 pages; 5o¢.)

THE PENSION IDEA, by Paul L.

Poirot
A thorough and thought-provoking exploration of the various advertised "paths to security." (52 pages; ;o¢.)

sTUDENTS OF LIBERTY, by Leonard E.

Read
"The problem of liberty is how to preserve
independence in a highly specialized society
in which interdependence plays a major
role. The understanding of liberty is knowing how to live in a condition where voluntary efforts will be at the maximum, and the
use of force against persons at the minimum." (6o pages; ;o¢.)

Books Published
by the Foundation
FIAT MONEY INFLATION IN FRANCE,

by

Andrew Dickson White
A vivid report of inRation in France during
the French Revolution, and the resulting
panic and collapse caused by it. Offers many
lessons which apply to present American
experience. (74 pages; 5o¢.)

by Leo Wolman
An eminent economist clarifies this issue,
and analyzes the origin, causes, effects, and
inRuence of this development in labor relations. (63 pages; 5o¢.)

INDUSTRY-WIDE BARGAINING,

THE LAW,

by Frederic Bastiat

What is law? What should it be? By what
process is the law perverted from its proper
function into an instrument of robbery?
This readable translation was originally
written in France more than a hundred
years ago. And because it deals with eternal
truths, it will still be read a hundred years
hence. (76 pages; 65¢ paper-bound, $1.25
clothbound.)
LIBERTY: A PATH TO ITS RECOVERY,

by f. A.

Harper
A thought-provoking explanation of human
liberty and its present plight. A method for
measuring lost liberty is here offered. ( 1 59
pages; $1.oo paper-bound, $1.50 clothbound.)

MAINSPRING,

by Henry Grady Weaver

A readable and fascinating story of the history of human progress and how NOT to
stop it. More than I 5o,ooo copies already
sold. (234 pages; $r.oo paper-bound, $2.50
clothbound.)

by Ludwig von Mises
"The case for the free and against the
planned economy • • • in simple nontechnical language ... many varied and stimulating ideas."-William Henry Chamberlin.
(9o pages; 65¢ paper-bound, $1.35 clothbound.)

PLANNED cHAos,

by Dean Russell
A readable explanation of the social, political, and economic consequences of the 1VA
"idea" in practice. (ro8 pages; 75¢.)

THE TVA IDEA,

WILL DOLLARS SAVB THE WORLD?

by Henry

Hazlitt
A thorough, clear exposition of the facts and
ideas which relate to foreign lending. (95
pages; 75¢.)
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Books Available through
the Foundation
BUREAUCRACY,

by Ludwig von Mises

The author explains that bureaucracy is
neither good nor bad in itself. It is an appropriate technique for the conducting of administrative agencies such as the police
departments. It is only when these bureaucratic methods are applied in economic activities that they result in disastrous rigidity.
(125 pages; $2.oo clothbound.)

ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON,

by Henry Haz-

litt
"If people wish to disperse the illusions
which push pressure groups and politicians
all over the world to economic cannibalism
and universal impoverishment, they will
form little societies to further the sale and
influence of Mr. Hazlitt's incisive economic
'lesson.'"- The New York Times. (222
pages; $2.00 clothbound, 25¢ pocket edition.)
THE GREAT IDEA,

by Henry Hazlitt

In the format of a novel, the author has written in macabre and frightening detail of a
world-wide communist state in action. Individual freedom and private ownership are
unknown in Wonworld in the year of our
Marx 282. The hope by which we might
now save ourselves is implicit in Mr. Hazlitt's £ctional analysis of the rebirth of capitalism from communism. (374 pages; $3.50
clothbound.)

by Ludwig von Mises
Dr. Mises "treats economics itself as merely
part of a more universal science, 'praxeology,'
or 'the science of every kind of human action.' ... This book is the counterweight of
Marx's 'Das Kapital' and of Lord Keynes'
'General Theory.' ... If any single book can
turn the ideological tide that has been running in recent years so heavily toward statism, socialism, and totalitarianism, 'Human
Action' is that book."- Newsweek. (889
pages; $xo.oo clothbound.)

HUMAN ACTION,

THE KEY TO PEACE, by Clarence

Manion
"The author [Dean of Notre Dame Law
School] emphasizes that our free institutions
rest upon a religious conviction that every
individual is a child of God and therefore is

of supreme worth. . .. It is one of the greatest hooks of all my reading experience."Norman Vincent Peal. (I 2 I pages; $2.oo
clothbound.)
by Herbert Spencer
In 1851, Mr. Spencer began to publish his
essays on liberalism that foretold what
would happen to freedom under the socialist-communist theory of government then
coming into popularity. This book records
the actions taken a hundred years ago that
have inevitably and logically resulted in the
situation we have today. One of the great
commentaries on the functions of government. (2I3 pages; $2.50 clothbound.)

MAN VERSUS THE STATE,

by Ludwig von Mises
Published in Germany in 1922. First English edition in I937· It is now republished
with an added section.
"This book must rank as the most devastating analysis of socialism yet penned. . . . .
An economics classic in our time."-The
New York Times. (599 pages; $5.oo clothhound.)

sociALISM,

by Thomas H. Barber
In much the manner of a person chatting
with his neighbor, the author points out the
forces which have brought us so swiftly into
so much war, debt, confusion, and frustration. He explains the meaning of special
privileges, and how they fuel the governmental problems which plague us. (255
pages; $3.00 clothbound.)

WHERE WE ARE AT,

THE STUDY OF FREEDOM

Some facts about the Foundation. (I 6 pages;
additional copies free on request.)

